CURRICULUM INPUTS OF CLASS P4 FOR THE MONTH OF
DECEMBER- JANUARY 2016
ENGLISH
 Understands that knowledge of tenses is important to express
happenings of the past, present and future.
 Explains and expresses his/her feelings on any given situation.
 Understands the need of conjuctions in sentences
 Learns to use different conjuctions to combine words and phrases or
sentences
 Comprehends and expresses his thoughts and ideas freely in a logical
and grammatically correct manner.
 Understands and enjoys reading stories from multiple readers.
EVS
MAPPING

 Introducing to the concept of directions
 Identifies various symbols and landmarks while mapping
 Learns the importance of colour and scale on map
 Interpreting and reading the map

TRAVEL

 Discussing the use of animals as transport.
 Familiarizes with currency: notes and coins
 Learns about various landforms.
 Understands the evolution, types and material being used for
constructing bridges.
MATHS
Measurement
 Estimates length and distance using non-standardized units of
measurement.
 Understands the significance of standardized units of length.
 Understands the relation between cm and m.
 Estimates weight using non-standardized units.
 Understands the relation between g and kg.
 Estimates volume using non-standardized units.
 Understands the relation between ml and l.
HINDI

SANSKRIT

CRAFT







Makes Zebra using cutting and pasting activity
MakesCraft organizer with waste bottles
MakesPenguin with waste water bottles
MakesHappy new year pop- up greeting card
Makes3D Magical slipper( cutting and Pasting)
Uses Newspaper and colours with crayons or water colour

CLAY
December
*Relief- makes a slab of any shape and size and followed by something on top of
that.

* Composition – assembles waste material to get produce something useful
January
* Composition – Draping / folding method –going to explain children how can they
create different things with this technique.
*Composition – Draping / folding method – as explained to be practiced.
COMPUTERS
December : Creating

Table in MS word

Creating Table in a Table
 Modifying a Table
 Formatting a Table
 Inserting images in tables.
January :






Introduction to PowerPoint

Starting PowerPoint
Parts of the PowerPoint Window
Creating a New Presentation
Slide Show
GRANDPARENTS FORUM

Grandparents are the integral part in any child’s life. They play an important
role in the upbringing of our children and this is very well recognized in our
school too. The school gives lot of importance to grandparents and always
loves to have them here. Grandparents Forum is an important platform where
the grandparents are invited to share their experiences and views with our
children.
Mrs. And Mr. S.K.Khanna, grandparents of Dhwani Khanna of P4 C came to
interact with the students of P4 on 13th October, 2016. Grandfather
emphasized a lot on good habits. He advised the children to choose healthy

food over junk food. He told the children to drink milk and eat all vegetables.
He stressed a lot on the wastage of food by the children.
He also told a short story of “ Narad Muni” and explained how the anger can
harm anyone. He advised the children to maintain their calm and not get angry.
Hopefully this kind of interaction with the children would actually help them
and remind them of the values we all intend to impart.
Feedback of grandparents
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